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The OOH sector, like all media, has experienced a sudden and dramatic change in
audience behaviour as government advice and temporary regulation has impacted
movement around our towns and cities.
Footfall in the city centre is significantly impacted as more people work from home
and practice physical distancing. Translink bus and rail services still operational across
Northern Ireland, however a reduced service is in place. Vehicular traffic is also
reduced.
Despite these challenges, OOH can still play an important role in facilitating
communication for authorities and businesses as they seek to inform and reassure
communities at this time. Retail DOOH and 6 Sheet networks are robust and can
deliver messaging across the province, in locations which remain busy. Roadside
formats including Digital provide additional coverage on key arterial routes, reaching
those travelling to and from shops or places of work.
Exterion Media’s Work.Shop.Play research during the initial phase of UK lockdown,
from 23rd – 27th March, showed 52% of adults are continuing to shop in store as
normal and 21% are shopping more frequently to get what they need. March 2020 is
set to be the biggest month on record for grocery sales, with year on year growth of
20.6% according to Kantar, with average households spending an additional £62.92.
Indications from ROI trade publications Checkout and Retail Excellence back this up
further, with major increases in footfall and spend in retail environments.

OOH: OUR VIEW

Roadside and retail OOH can be an efficient and relevant channel for categories
including:
- Public Health Information and Advice
- Healthcare products, both mental and physical
- Financial Services
- Streaming services and family in-home entertainment such as Disney+
- Business Support Services
- Home Delivery
- Utilities
- E-Learning
- Small luxuries and family treats such as Easter Eggs as families seek to 		
maintain a sense of normality
- A Buy Local Agenda
Consumer behaviour is changing and adapting quickly to our current
circumstances. Out of Home remains well placed to deliver adaptable content
via trusted, proven formats and in locations which still see significant footfall and
engagement. OOH remains reliable, honest and always on. Even in a crisis.
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Out of Home still plays a very important role in public messaging
campaigns, as a crucial broadcast medium which delivers honest
and reliable campaign information. In challenging times, the
Executive Office has turned to Genesis and PML to deliver one
of the most important public health campaigns we’re likely to see.
The multi-channel campaign will deliver the life-saving message to
a vast audience, reminding the NI public of the ways to minimise
the spread of Covid-19. Official advice remains to practice social
distancing at all times, with audiences still permitted to visit
convenience shops and supermarkets. This places OOH in a prime
position to advise and inform using Point of Sale formats, as well as
roadside Digital to deliver impressive audience and geographical
coverage.
The campaign is set to appear on all public sector social media
channels and websites, as well as TV, radio, digital, social and
various Outdoor formats, and will run for an extended period.
Wendy McWilliams, Media Director, Genesis said: “The entire
team at Genesis are incredibly proud to be working on such a vital
campaign. Employing Out of Home to encourage people to stay at
home may seem counter intuitive at first, however footfall is higher
than ever at supermarkets and convenience stores. Employing 6
Sheets, as well as Roadside Digital will enable widespread delivery
of the message.
“In coming weeks and months, we will see the full campaign and
creatives rolled out across multiple OOH formats, delivering the
message to a huge audience and helping to flatten the curve.”

Media: Genesis - OOH Agency: PML
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The Easter Bunny might have to keep his distance
this year, but that’s no reason to cancel Easter
egg hunts! We’re all adapting to a unique set of
challenges, and Cadbury’s has been on Out of
Home to bring some inspiration to indoor adventures,
encouraging parents to maintain an essence of
normality.
Roadside 6 Sheets delivered the campaign to
audiences in proximity to convenience and grocery
retailers which have maintained a strong audience.
Multiple creatives delivered the key message of
‘Show you care, hide it’ with the classic purple egg
hidden behind everyday household objects.

EGGS-CELLENT IDEAS FOR EASTER

Media: Carat - OOH Agency: PML
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HERE FOR THE JOURNEY
It’s well known that we don’t know where life might take us, and the current environment is clear evidence of that. Life is a
journey, and customers with Hughes Insurance have the reassurance that no matter what happens, they’re well protected.
Don Brennan, Trading Director at Hughes Insurance added: “To help launch our new brand identity and associated marketing
campaigns we enlisted the expert Out of Home advice from the team at PML.
“The brief was to make as much of an impact as possible, while optimising a multi-format approach to the media choices.
“To date, the breadth of exposure, recall and awareness of the campaign has exceeded expectations and justifies the
decision to up-weight media spend in Outdoor Advertising. In an increasingly digitised advertising world, I feel it is more
important today to balance media channel choices and out of home advertising is difficult to beat in terms of impact.”
The new brand identity was delivered across Northern Ireland on a range of OOH formats, including Backlit 96 Sheets, 6
Sheets and Digital OOH, placing the messaging at various touch points during the normal daily journeys.

Media: Hughes Insurance

- OOH Agency: PML
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Power NI returned to Out of Home in March on a range of formats to deliver a bright and
bold message promoting its customer reward scheme. The impactful creative delivered
impressive stand out, with Backlit and Digital formats an integral part of the campaign.
Relevance was increased across the Digital network, with location specific creatives
and subtle motion to attract the attention of passing crowds.
Speaking about the campaign, Nicola McNaughton, Senior Account Manager at PML
Group said: “The brief for this campaign required provincewide coverage. The retail
discounts are available exclusively to Power NI customers across NI, so it was vital
to reach these people with the activity, as well as encouraging others to switch their
energy provider.”
“We know from research that audiences have better campaign recall when the creatives
are dynamic, so naming towns on the Digital OOH creatives in Belfast, Newry and
Lisburn delivered some localised messaging.”
Media: Power NI

- OOH Agency: PML
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Matching People and Places.

Audience Affinity Groups
Locomizer analyses travel patterns of those who spend time in and around category POIs (Points of
Interest) derived from geospecific anonymised mobile app data. The Locomizer platform adds to our
ability to provide clients with new levels of data led planning matching mobile audiences and locations
via smart phone analytics.

Locomizer is an award-winning global leader applying pattern-detection and spatial analytics to turn
raw location data into premium, actionable business insights that match potential customer audiences
to real world locations. The patented Audience Discovery Platform reveals behavioural trends and
previously unseen relationships between people and places.
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SOCIABLE MEDIA
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Planet OOH

PUMA: Hologram Trainers
USA: To celebrate PUMA’s new sneaker, Sky
Dreamer, the sports brand used the latest hologram
technology to project 360-degree images of the
shoe above parked cars around the city of Chicago,
the weekend of NBA All-Star game.

McDonald’s: Separate Arches
BRAZIL: The brand has altered iconic logo
to encourage safety for all during coronavirus
pandemic.
Agency DPZ&T teamed with McDonald’s Brazil to
reconceive the Golden Arches in pulled-apart form
to encourage consumers to keep each other safe
through social distancing. According to the shop,
the move is meant to convey the idea that we are
“separated for a moment so that we can always be
together.”

Neutrogena: Sunscreen Samples

The Invisible Man Billboards

Though at the restaurants themselves the arches
remain the same, the new “distanced” version is
now appearing on all the brand’s Brazilian social
accounts, including Instagram, Facebook and
Twitter.

AUSTRALIA: JCDecaux partnered with Neutrogena
to create special build panels across Melbourne
which dispensed sunscreen to help Australians stay
protected whilst out and about at the Australian
Open.

USA: These cleverly designed ad creatives with
their fading copy and the extra special sundial
billboards casting eerie shadows, really help convey
the haunting theme of this science fiction stalker
flick.

Twitter: Dating Life
UK: Across London, Twitter offered an antidote to
Valentine’s day customs with relatable tweets that
poke fun at the perils of dating life.
The social media giant took over tube platforms by
replacing aspirational ads with mortifying stories,
cringeworthy confessions and unlikely advice.
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Planet OOH
Burger King: Stay Home
Belgium: Burger King Belgium has
crossed out their ‘of the Whopper’
signage and added stay above home to
create a new ‘Stay Home’ slogan to battle
against the spread of Covid-19

Guinness: Stay at Home
It’s Not a Real Guinness Ad. But It’s a Perfect
Guinness Ad. Freelance copywriter Luke O’Reilly
created a spec masterpiece as a response to a One
Minute Brief.
The digital poster, which creates a negative-space
outline of a pint glass by topping it with a couch
and placing the phrase “Stay at home” at the
base, was a spec creation whipped up quickly
by Irish freelance copywriter Luke O’Reilly. But
as the internet is wont to do, his credit was
conveniently dropped as the image soared across
Twitter, LinkedIn and Reddit. However, in a recent
development, Guinness gave O’Reilly the credit he
deserves, sharing the work on the brand’s official
Instagram page.

Coca-Cola: Staying Apart is The
Best Way to Stay United
USA: Coca-Cola has used its iconic billboard
in New York City’s Times Square to help spread
health advice around the coronavirus crisis.
Created in collaboration with Mercado McCann,
Argentina, the message is about the importance of
social distancing. The letters that make up CocaCola’s logo have been spread out within the ad.
Underneath reads a message that says, “Staying
apart is the best way to stay united.”

Clear Channel UK
Paddy Power

UK: Clear Channel delivered a message of thanks
to NHS and Key Workers across the UK on their
DOOH inventory.

UK: With all sporting events in the UK, and further
afield cancelled until further notice, Paddy Power
used OOH to deliver a stay at home message to
give the NHS better odds.
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TOP CAMPAIGNS

FEBRUARY 2020 CYCLES 3 - 4
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KFC
McDonald's - Big Mac
Carlsberg 0.0
Guinness - Rugby
M&S
Lucozade Zero
Openreach
PHA - Obesity
Danske Bank - Mortgages
Tesco
Small Format
Digital

Large Format
Ambient & Airport

Transport

1 KFC

£145k

6 Lucozade Zero

£92k

2 McDonald's - Big Mac

£110k

7 Openreach

£84k

3 Carlsberg 0.0

£107k

8 PHA - Obesity

£81k

4 Guinness - Rugby

£104k

9 Danske Bank - Mortgages

£77k

5 M&S

£100k

10 Tesco

£73k

All figures based on display value at rate card.
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TOP CATEGORIES

FEBRUARY 2020 CYCLES 3 - 4
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Retail Outlets
Political & Advisory
Finance
QSR
Tourism & Travel
Beers & Ciders
Soft Drinks
Entertainment
Industry & Commerce
Telecoms
Large Format

Small Format

Transport

Ambient

Digital

1 Retail Outlets

£635k

6 Beers & Ciders

£333k

2 Political & Advisory

£425k

7 Soft Drinks

£198k

3 Finance

£401k

8 Entertainment

£178k

4 QSR

£387k

9 Industry & Commerce

£168k

5 Tourism & Travel

£385k

10 Telecoms

£168k

All figures based on display value at rate card.
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